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Syllabus 

IBU 2091 (F)  Economy, institutions, society and professional world in 
France 

Prof. Véronique Goehlich  

Winter Semester 2021-202 

 

 

Level Bachelor 

Credits 6 ECTS 

Student Contact 

Hours 

4 SWS 

Workload 180 minutes 

Prerequisites Participants must have successfully passed the Economical and commercial 

French course (IBU1015) and have at least a B2-level in French, as this is not 

a language course 

Time Wednesdays 11:30-13:00 in W1-5-01 and 13:45-15.15 in W1-4-01 

Room W1-5-01 / W1-4-01 

Online tutorings: https://app.alfaview.com/#/join/alfaview-wur/c6657764-

cad7-42b6-a90f-d1bb445a8f06/28db7274-fa15-418d-a8b0-ca3999291001 

Start Date First course on 6.10.2021  

Lecturer(s) Name Prof. Véronique Goehlich  

Office W2.3.26 

Virtual Office https://app.alfaview.com/#/join/alfaview-wur/c6657764-

cad7-42b6-a90f-d1bb445a8f06/1b78689c-6b07-425f-9c71-

a1cdf367afde 

Office Hours Tuesday 13:30 - 15:00 

Phone 07231-28-6303 

Email veronique.goehlich@hs-pforzheim.de 
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Outline of the Course 

 

This course is intended to: 

- give French-speaking students a detailed view of French society (values, political, religious, and 
social aspects, educational system) and of the institutions of the French state.  

- give French-speaking students a detailed view of the professional environment in France.  

- allow the students to comment  documentary films or movies and integrate them in their final anal-
ysis. 

Teaching and Learning Approach 

- We take up the challenge to interest you for your French neighbors. You will find out that these 
close neighbors are also very different in terms of their values and ways of living and working. You 
will also understand that the workings of French institutions and more generally of the State are 
complicated and impenetrable to outside observers. However, as France is one of Germany's 
main business partner, it is essential to understand these mechanisms in order to be able to work 
in a European context. 

 

The course consists of  

- weekly classes all Wednesdays from 11:30am to 15:15pm. The classes will be interactive with nu-
merous discussions and researches on press material with an active participation from the stu-
dents, as the goal is also to improve their ability to express themselves in French. The general 
theme will be « society and values in France, the professional world, new trends in economy and 
politics ». Students will choose in small groups one topic of their choice for which they will prepare 
a short presentation and a final report based on an extensive press review and film analysis. 

- Preparation of a class project: Excursion to the DFI in Ludwigsburg and research of documenta-
tion in the DFI-Library. Coordination thru Klara Sabakova. 
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Course Intended Learning Outcomes and their Contribution to Program Intended Learning 

Outcomes / Program Goals 
Program Intended Learning Outcomes Course Intended Learning Outcomes Assessment Methods 

 After completion of the program the students 

will be able… 

understand what France’s industrial and political 
policies are and what the current economic chal-
lenges are and how to approach the market and the 
costumers in France 

Presentation Essay 

 50% 50% 

 Collective Collective 

1 Expert Knowledge   

1.1 …to demonstrate their distinguished and 

sound competencies in General Business 

Administration. 

Students learn how to work with scientific input and 

articles in French. The entire course is taught in 

French and discussions and presentations in 

French are made throughout the course 

 

X 

 

X 

1.5 ...to demonstrate profound expert knowledge 

in their field of specialization. 

. The students will do an excursion to the DFI in Lud-

wigsburg and they will perform an intensive press 

research in the library of the DFI 

 

 

 

X 

2 Digital Skills   

3 Critical Thinking and Analytical Competence   

4 Ethical Awareness   

5 Communication and Collaboration Skills   

5.2 ...to demonstrate their oral communication 

skills in presentations. 

Students have to prepare a presentation on one 

topic of their choice on French society / institution 

and write a small essay based on press material 

and video and they have a common project to do 

 

X 

 

 

X 

5.3 ...to work successfully in a team by perform-

ing practical tasks. 

All presentations will be done in small groups  

X 

 

X 

6 Internationalization   

6.1 ...to understand and explain business chal-

lenges in an international context. 

In-depth understanding of French society and insti-

tutions through actual literature and press articles 

and analysis of documentary film. 

 

X 

 

X 

6.2 ...to articulate themselves in a professional 

manner in international business. 

Depending on the chosen subject, they will com-

municate with French companies or institutions 

 

X 
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Literature and Course Materials 

 

Literature 

• „Les  institutions de France“, Nathan, ISBN 978-2-091609645 
• „Emmanuel Macron“, ISBN 978-3-942377-21-8 
• „la logique de l‘honneur“, P.D‘Iribarne, 1989 

• „Macrons neues Frankreich“ , Transcript Verlag, 2020/2021,  DFI 

EBook (pdf): ISBN 9783839451526 

• Course material 
• Script  
• DVDs 
• Syllabus  

 
 

Assessment 

 

Score calculation 

Composition of the grade: 

• Essay with press review and group presentation on one actual topic (free choice) with follow-
ing distribution 

• Final presentation: 50% 
• Final essay: 40% 

Grade depends on quality of the press review (quality, quantity) and pertinence of the analysis 
of the documentary film or movie 
• Oral participation: 10% 

For the evaluation, the following rules apply: 

A score of 4,0 or higher is required to successfully pass the course. 

The grade for a group presentation will not necessarily be the same for all participants.  

The rating « Très bien » (score of 1,0 or 1,3) indicates exceptionally good work. The rating « bien » 

(score of 1,7 ; 2,0; 2,3 ) indicates a very good above-average work. The rating « satisfaisante » 

(scores of 2,7  and  3,0)  indicates a correct work with some aspects to improve. The rating « pass-

able » (scores of 3,3 ; 3,7 and 4,0) indicates a work below average and with significant shortcomings. 

 

Code of Conduct for online Teaching  

 

Read the Syllabus closely. It gives you all the practical information about the course.  
During classes, behave in a fair and respectful way, arrive on time, participate, and commit to your 
presentations. 
As there are no written examinations at the end of the semester, your presence is required at all 
classes. No absences are possible as the course is structured into condensed blocks.  
In the event of an absence justified by a medical certificate, it will be discussed case-by-case with 
Prof. Goehlich whether or not remediation is possible. However, students must assume that any 
absence, even if medically justified, will result in a failure to pass. 
 


